tools
trade
of
the

The 3M™ Lightweight
Privacy Filter does exactly
what its name implies.
With its microlouver privacy technology, only
those sitting directly in
front of the screen can see
the spreadsheet, report, or
e-mail on the screen.
Those to the side see a
darkened or completely
blackened screen, depending on the angle of their
view. The filter attaches to
the border of your screen
at four points where you
have attached pads—there
are no hanger arms to clip
over the edge. This makes
the lightweight filter easy
to remove or reattach.
And there’s no cost to
clarity—the filter
improves the color, con-

trast, and even sharpness
as it reduces screen glare
up to 95%. There are filters for widescreen LCD
desktop monitors and laptops. For more information and size guides, visit
www.3mestore.com/
98044044612.html.

HP has redesigned its line
of business calculators,
and the new HP 20b Business Consultant has only
two vestiges of the old HP
12c—the silver logo and
the front-beveled keys.
The sleek styling covers a
new high-speed CPU that
is quick with 15-digit
internal accuracy. Finance,
business, and real estate
functions are arranged in
an intuitive layout that has

3M Lightweight Privacy Filter
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HP 20b Business
Consultant

a simple-to-use “worksheet” interface. Frequently used business functions
such as TVM (Time Value
of Money), depreciation,
amortization, bonds, and
cash-flow buttons are
grouped together. The
large, two-line display
shows up to 12 digits and
lets you scroll through
variables, detailed labels,
menus, and prompts (up
to eight characters). You
can easily switch between

RPN and traditional algebraic (chain or hierarchical) data entry. There are
more than 15 statistical
analysis functions, including eight statistical models, standard error,
covariance, and more.
Memory will store up to
50 cash flows or statistical
data items, and there are
10 storage memory registers. There’s also an
advanced math library,
including trigonometry
and hyperbolic functions.
The HP 20b was
announced in June and is
expected to be available
this summer at a retail
price of $40. For availability, check www.hp.com.
Most keyboards resemble
a triple-wide plastic waffle, and they usually have
a rocking, uneven crunching action. Das Keyboard,
however, is solid, it doesn’t
move on the desktop, and
the keystroke is distinctive. The Germanengineered mechanical
key switches feature gold
contacts and a distinctive

Tech Forum

Clippers and Other Flightless Birds ◆

Michael Castelluccio, Editor

■ MAYBE IT’S JUST A GENERATIONAL THING, but there

Times was on a journey that would conclude the day the

still are people who periodically clip articles from the

printing presses stop and the server drives continue hum-

newspapers. There used to be many more of them—

ming. That day will mark the end of the transition.

clippers, that is. Academics would cut and save magazine

At the same conference, Sulzberger insisted, “We are

and journal articles, as would freelance writers and ordi-

curators, curators of news. People don’t click onto The

nary people for whom the correct facts mattered as much

New York Times to read blogs. They want reliable news

as the story line.

that they can trust.”

But last year, at the Davos World Economic Forum in

But that’s exactly what the clippers are, or were—

Switzerland, the chairman of The New York Times, Arthur

curators, creating their own news archives, some as large

Sulzberger, said, “I really don’t know whether we’ll be

as file cabinets, some in smaller boxes. So where is the

printing the Times in five years, and you know what? I

future for those who trust their memories only slightly

don’t care either.” He further explained that The New York

more than Wikipedia, with no absolute faith in either?
continued on next page

Das Keyboard

click at the bottom of the
travel. The keyboard features N-Key rollover,
which allows the mechanism to recognize up to
12 keys pressed simultaneously. In practical
terms, that means if you
type quickly and don’t
always release the last key
touched before depressing
the next, the keyboard
will still correctly interpret both, or three (if you
have the shift key down),
or even up to 12 simultaneously (helpful if you
use the keyboard for gaming). Reducing strikeovers
increases speed. The
wedge-shaped keyboard

has a glossy black upper
cover, and there are two
USB connections at the
top right edge that are
1.1 and 2.0 compatible
and don’t require external
power. The LEDs that tell
you if the number lock or
caps locks are on are lit in
blue. The USB cable is
6.6 feet, and you don’t
need any additional drivers or software—just
plug it in. Das Keyboard
is Windows, Linux, and
MacOS X compatible.
Mac users can swap the
command/control/option
keys to match the Mac
keyboard layout.
www.daskeyboard.com

The OtterBox 1935 Blackberry Curve™ case has
been redesigned so it now
fits models from all carriers, including the 8300,
8310, 8320, and 8330
Series smartphones. The
lightweight case offers
three levels of protection
from bumps, drops,
scratching, and dust.
There’s a slide-on protective clear membrane to
protect the screen, a snaptogether high-impact
polycarbonate shell, and a
silicone skin over the out-

side of the phone to
absorb bumps and
shocks. Acoustical vents
protect the speakerphone,
headset, and microphone
from dust and dirt. If
you need protection from
water, the OtterBox
Armor Series has an
O-ring case seal for maximum water protection,
Donaldson® acoustic
membrane vents that
allow sound transmission,
and a fully sealed keypad.
Visit www.otterbox.com
for all the configurations.

OtterBox BlackBerry Covers
August 2008
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Just as you can cause the extinction of a species by altering or eliminating its habitat, if you take the
large arm span of newsprint, such as
the Sunday Times, from the clipper,
you will have removed its habitat, or,
rather, moved it behind glass. Sure,
you can now print an article and save
a copy that conveniently fits on 8.5"
X 11" sheets instead of those longtailed narrow clippings that begin to
yellow as soon as you put them
away, but clippers tend to be too tra-

of digging through a box of folded

step instructions are on the help

ditional to want to mess with printer

articles later, just click Cloud View in

page. Then you can import your book-

setups.

the My Tags box, and you have your

marks from either Internet Explorer or

categories listed as hyperlinks that

Netscape, which will show up on a

The Curator Button

will “pull out” just the recipes or just

Topic titled “Imported Bookmarks.”

Thankfully, what the Times chairman

the gadget reviews. The more con-

I think you get the idea of what

will take away by eventually removing

ventional user can opt for the List

The Times is actually doing. They are

the habitat, his company has

function instead of the Cloud.

enabling a single information portal.

returned in the form of a curator but-

Not a bad idea if you’re a regular, or

ton. Unlike the usual print/share/

can’t do with a stuffed shoebox:

even occasional, reader of the paper.

e-mail line menu that appears at the

There’s a Search feature at the top

The company will make money on

top or bottom of news stories online,

of the My Saved Pages area. As you

the advertising on the pages, as well

The New York Times has updated its

collect more articles, this feature

as some revenue from historic

sharing offer to include My Times

becomes more valuable.

searches and requests for articles.

File—a free virtual file cabinet for

At the top of the File page, there’s

You can search the paper back to

saved articles, recipes, editorials, or

a Most Popular tab next to the My

1851. The articles are presented in

whatever from the Web pages of the

Saved Pages tab. Click on it, and a

PDF format. Those that are in the

newspaper. Saving the articles on the

list of the most popular saved pages

Public Domain (1851– 1922) can be

paper’s servers lets you access your

shows up in three separate lists:

accessed for free. Articles from

clippings on any computer that can

Last 24 Hours, Last 7 Days, and

1923 – 1980 and those classified

reach the www.nytimes.com website.

Last 30 Days. The number of those

as Premium Articles from 1981–

To set up your file box, you create

who save the pages is listed for each

Present can be purchased in article-

an account. It’s free and requires only

entry. Not enough encouragement to

packs. Much of today’s edition,

a user name and password. Then

read more widely in the paper? Well,

though, can be clipped and filed

when you log on to NYTimes.com,

then, below each entry on the Most

away free.

you’ll notice many of the articles

Popular lists are category tags in

have a SAVE icon (file folder with a

case you want to see more articles

filled his entire apartment with old

cross) in the top right area. Click on

about “media,” or “health,” or even

newspapers, stacked to the ceiling

SAVE, and the article is immediately

“Wow, I can’t believe that.”

with pathways between the stacks to

packed away into your Times File.
To sort your clippings, you can
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And there’s something else you

Once you’re hooked and have

Remember the eccentric who had

get from room to room? In the new

retired your banker box with the yel-

digital habitat, he gets his apartment

click “edit” next to the entry and give

lowed clippings to the basement, you

back, and fewer forests will be

it a tag. Sort “Recipes,” “Kruger edi-

might want to add the Times File

pulped a long distance from his soli-

torials,” “Gadget reviews,” “Foreign

Browser Button to the toolbar of your

tude. And the occasional clipper? He

banks,” whatever you’re collecting,

browser window. You can do this with

or she might now be saved from

categorized in any way. Then, instead

a single drag-and-drop move. Step-by-

extinction.
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